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MINKOWSKI ALGEBRA I: A CONVOLUTION THEORY OF 
CLOSED CONVEX SETS AND RELATIVELY OPEN CONVEX SETS* 

BEIFANG CHENt 

Abstract. This is the first one of a series of papers on Minkowski algebra. One of purposes of 
this paper is to set up a general framework so that the mixed volume theory and integral geometry 
can be developed algebraically in subsequent papers. The so called Minkowski algebra of convex sets 
is the vector space generated by indicator functions of closed convex sets and relatively open convex 
sets, where the multiplication is induced by the Minkowski sum of convex bodies. We shall study the 
homomorphisms induced by the linear maps from the ground vector spaces; the subalgebra spanned 
by the indicate functions of closed convex sets; the subalgebra spanned by the indicator functions of 
relatively open convex sets; and the embedding of these subalgebras in the commutative algebra of 
multivalued functions with multiplicities. With this embedding, we are able to define the Minkowski 
product for indicator functions of a closed convex set and a relatively open convex set, which could 
be technically difficult without the embedding; and to classify the multiplicative units of the algebra. 
Moreover, the group of units with Euler characteristic equal to +1 can be viewed as a vector space 
isomorphic to the vector space spanned by certain continuous functions, including support functions 
of convex bodies. Finally, we introduce the Euler-Radon transform for convex chains with respect to 
the Euler measure, and show that it is injective. This injectivity solves the syzygy problem of [10] 
on affine Grassmannians. 

1. Introduction. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. By a convex 
body of V we mean a non-empty compact convex set. The dilation of a convex body 
if by a non-negative real number A is the set XK = {Xx \ x G K}. The Minkowski 
sum of convex bodies K and L is the set K + L = {x -f- y \ x € K, y £ L}. Obviously, 
XK and K + L are convex bodies. With these set operations, the class of convex 
bodies of V forms a convex cone. It is well-known that the smallest vector space 
which contains this convex cone can be identified to the vector space generated by 
the support functions of convex bodies. However, for the support function HK of a 
convex body K, the geometric interpretation of the function — HK is not clear in the 
literature. 

Finite unions of convex bodies can be of many other geometric objects such as 
piecewise linear manifolds and polyhedra. We shall be interested in constructing a 
vector space which contains at least finite unions of closed convex sets and finite unions 
of relatively open convex sets, and the Minkowski sum of which can be extended 
to a commutative multiplication. We believe the best candidate for this space is 
the vector space R(V, C U O) (see below) spanned by indicator functions of closed 
convex sets and relatively open convex sets. The purpose of this paper is to set up a 
natural framework so that the theory of mixed volumes and integral geometry can be 
developed algebraically. 

The class of finite unions of convex bodies, called convex ring, was first considered 
by Hadwiger [9]. This class can not be a vector space and there is no "nice" algebraic 
structures. The first vector space which contains convex bodies is perhaps the vector 
space spanned by their support functions, that is, the functions of the form HA — hs, 
where HA and JIB are the support functions of convex bodies A and B respectively. 
This space is isomorphic to the vector space generated by the ordered pairs of convex 
bodies, of which two ordered pairs (A,B) and (C,D) are assumed to be equal if 
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A -f D — B + C. The addition, scalar product, and difference for the pairs of convex 
bodies are defined by 

(A,jB) + (C,,i?) = (A + C,S + Z?), 

A(A,B) = (AA,AB), 

(A,B) - {C,D) = (A + D,B + C). 

A convex body A is identified to the pair (A, {o}), where o is the zero vector of V. A 
pair (A, B) of convex bodies is identified to the difference KA — hs of their support 
functions [1] [25]. Another vector space which contains convex bodies was constructed 
by Groemer [8] by considering linear combinations of indicator functions of convex 
bodies. With the inclusion-exclusion principle, the space of Groemer contains finite 
unions of convex bodies, and the Minkowski sum is extended to a commutative mul- 
tiplication on that vector space. These two vector spaces of convex bodies are quite 
different: on the one hand for a convex body K, the function —HK can not be iden- 
tified to any linear combination of indicator functions of convex bodies; on the other 
hand the indicator function of an arbitrary finite union of convex bodies can not be 
realized by the difference of support functions of two convex bodies. 

After careful observation it was found that for a convex body K, the function —fiK 
could be identified to the relatively open convex set —i\K with positive or negative 
sign, where nK is the relative interior of K, that is, the interior of K in the flat that 
K spans. This shows that the class of relatively open convex sets has to be considered 
in order to have Minkowski multiplicative inverse for convex bodies. We now study 
the vector space R(V, C U O) over the field R of real numbers. 

Following the idea of Groemer [8] and making use of the Euler characteristics 
in [3] [24], the Minkowski sum of convex bodies can be extended to a commutative 
binary operation on the vector space spanned by indicator functions of closed convex 
sets and on the vector space spanned by indicator functions of relatively open convex 
sets. However, the difficulty arises when considering the Minkowski multiplication of 
the indicator functions of a closed convex set and a relatively open convex set, since 
the intersection of a closed convex set and a relatively open convex set is irregular 
in the sense that it is neither closed nor relatively open. The intersection of the 
boundary part could be complicated [12]. For example, if Ki is the convex hull of the 
set {eie2k | k > 0} and K2 is the convex hull of {e26'2fc+1 | k > 0} in the complex plane 
C ^ R2, where 9k is a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers convergent to 27r, 
then there are infinitely many open line segments on the boundary of Ki fl ril^- 

In this paper, we will avoid this irregularity through the embedding of R(V, CUO) 
in a commutative algebra so that the Minkowski multiplication can be replaced by 
the multiplication of that algebra. Thus the Minkowski multiplication of the indicator 
functions of a closed convex set and a relatively open convex set can be well-defined. 
Moreover, with this embedding a subgroup of multiplicative units with the Euler 
characteristic equal to +1 can be viewed as a vector space isomorphic to the vector 
space spanned by support functions of convex bodies. 

The extension of the Minkowski sum to unbounded closed convex sets and to 
relatively open convex sets was once considered by Lawrence [13]. The Minkowski 
product considered in [13] depends unnaturally on the dimension of the ground vector 
space. There are two Minkowski multiplications constructed by the author in [4], one 
of which was missed in [13], due to lack of the Euler characteristic X- A right extension 
of the Minkowski sum to relatively open convex sets and to adhesive closed convex 
sets [11] was obtained by Przeslawski [17], but the method there cannot be applied to 
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arbitrary unbounded closed convex sets. The Minkowski algebra of polyopes had been 
applied in [2] to obtain numerous results on curvatures of polyhedral spaces. Morelli 
[15], Pukhlikov and Khovanskii [18] also considered the extension of the Minkowski 
sum of polytopes to polyhedra. But the most general case for closed convex sets 
and relatively open convex sets was the setting in [4]. A dual form of the Minkowski 
product is the Geissinger multiplication [5] [7], and the mixed volume of convex bodies 
can be naturally written as, up to a multiple constant, the volume of the Geissinger 
product of the indicator functions of the given convex bodies [5]. 

Throughout this paper, we use V* to denote the dual vector space of V, that is, 
the space of all linear functionals on V. For a convex subset E of V, the indicator 
function of E is the characteristic function 1E on V, defined by 1E(X) = 1 for x G E 
and 1E(X) = 0 otherwise. The positive support function of E is the map hg : V* —> 
R, defined by 

h+(E,£) = h%{t) = sup{£(x) \xeE},   \/£e V*, 

where R = RU{±oo}. The negative support function oiE is the map h~^ : V* —> R, 
defined by 

h-(E,£) = h^W = m£{l(x) \xeE},    Ml e V*. 

The notation can be justified by h^i) = —h^—i) = —h*E(£), £ G V*. The positive 
support function hg is the usual support function HE in the literature. For a family £ 
of subsets of V, we denote by R(V, £) the vector space spanned by indicator functions 
of subsets of £, that is, each member / G R(V, £) is a linear combination 

/ = ails! H \-ami-Em, 

where Ei G £, ai G R, i = 1,2, - • ,m. The subset of functions of R(V,£) with 
integer coefficients in the linear combination is denoted by Z(V,£). We shall study 
such vector spaces where £ takes one of the following classes of subsets: 

C = the class of closed convex sets, 
O = the class of relatively open convex sets, 
Ci, = the class of bounded closed (compact) convex sets, 
Ob = the class of bounded relatively open convex sets, 
V = the class of convex polyhedra. 
By a polyhedron we mean a subset of V which can be obtained by taking unions, 

intersections, and complements finitely many times of half-spaces. Thus a polyhe- 
dron is an element of the Boolean algebra generated by half-spaces. The elements of 
R(V, C U O) are called convex chains. For elementary properties of convex bodies, 
the reader is referred to [19] [25]. 

2. Euler Measures. For fixed real numbers r and s such that r + s = 1 and for 
a real-valued function f(x) on R, the Euler integral of / is defined by 

(1) X(f) = I f(x)dx(x) = Y, ifi*) - rf(x~) - sf(x+)]' 

where f(x~) and /(z"1") are the left and right limits of / at x G R respectively, and 
we assume that /(+oo+) = /(—oo~) = 0, /(+oo~") = limx^+00 f(x), /(—oo+) = 
limz-^-oo f(x). The function / is said to be Euler integrable if / is continuous except 
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at finitely many points and has both left and right limits at those discontinuous points, 
including positive and negative infinities. 

Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space and let b = {?;i, • • •, vn} be a basis of 
V. A function g on V can be represented as a function ^(^i, • • ■, xn) of n coordinate 
variables x = (xi, • • • ,Xn)> The Euler integral of g with respect to the basis b is 
defined by the iterated Euler integral 

(2) x(9) = /  9(x)dx(x) =/•••/ gh(xu • • • ,xn)dx(xi) • -dx(xn). 

A function on V is said to be Euler integrable with respect to the basis b if each of 
its iterated Euler integrals is Euler integrable, and a function is simply said to be 
Euler integrable if it is so under all bases. When g is an indicator function of a set E, 
we write x(E) = x(#)> and it is called Euler measure, or Euler characteristic, of E, 
since x is actually a finitely additive set function on finite unions of closed convex sets 
and on finite unions of relatively open convex sets [3]. The advantage of the integral 
definition (2) for Euler characteristic is that we need not to consider the extension of 
measures, and that the Fubini theorem obviously holds. 

It is clear that the set of Euler integrable functions on V is a subspace of real- 
valued functions on V. It has been shown that the indicator function of a relatively 
open convex set, or a closed convex set, is Euler integrable. More precisely, if U is a 
relatively open convex set and F a closed convex set of V, it has been shown in [3] 
that 

(3) x(E/) = (-l)dimC/, 

f (-1)^^    ifF = K®W 
v; X{   } " \ 0 if F = M" e W © L, 

where K is a compact convex set, W is a subspace, called the linearity of F, M is a 
manifold with or without boundary, L is a closed half-line, and 0 means direct sum, 
that is, u e Ei® E2 if and only if there exist unique ^i G Ei and U2 G E2 such that 
u = ui + U2. (4) is called the direct sum decomposition of F. 

One can define another Euler measure x for closed polyconvex sets (= finite unions 
of closed convex sets) and relatively open polyconvex sets (= finite unions of relatively 
open convex sets). Let E be either a closed or a relatively open polyconvex set. We 
define 

X(E)=   lim   x[Enc\B(o,p)l 
p—>+oo 

where B(o, p) is the open ball of radius p centered at the origin o and cl JB(O, p) is the 
closure of B(o, p). To avoid the situation of intersection of a closed convex set and a 
relatively open convex set (the intersection may be a discrete set of infinite singletons), 
one may replace B(o,p) by the open n-cube I" = (~p,p)n if it is necessary. We have 
shown in [3] that if F is a closed convex set and U a relatively open convex set, then 

(5) X(F) = 1, 

■ f (-l)*-"   iW = D(sW 
{0> X{U)     \ 0 ]£U = nM®W®nL, 
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where D is a bounded relatively open convex set, W is a subspace, called the linearity 
of U, riM is a manifold without boundary, and riL is an open half-line. (6) is called 
the direct sum decomposition of U. 

One can also define the Euler measure x for closed and relatively open convex sets 
by making use of the same Euler integral (2), but interpreting the indicator functions 
of a closed convex set and a relatively open convex set on the vector space V over R 
in a proper way in each direction at infinity. For instance, we can set — — ^. — — ; 

lrv(±ooT;) =   lim   lu(pv),    v G V, u p-»±oo 

l£.(+oov) =       lim       IF Mi    v 6 V, 
IMI-+ + 00 

where 6(u,v) denotes the angle between u and v, and lp(—oov) = lp(-f-oo(—v)) for 
any non-zero vector v. Then x(U) and x(F) are the Euler integrals of 1^ and 1^ 
respectively. 

The convex sets, either closed or relatively open, with a half-line direct sum 
decomposition in (4) and (6) are called type II sets. All other convex sets are called 
type /sets. Given a convex set E, we define its recession cone recE by 

recE = {v E V | 3p G E such thatp + tveE,t>Q}. 

The recession cone rec E can be characterized as the set of vectors v of V such that 
v+E C E. Notice that rec E is always a closed convex cone and rec (cl E) = rec (ri E). 
Intuitively, rec E can be viewed as the cone of E at infinity. For x $. E, we denote 

xE = {v G V | 3y G E, t > 0 such that v = t(y- x)}. 

If E is translated to the origin o by one x G E, then the largest subspace spanned by 
E — x, denoted by (E), is independent of the choice of x G E. 

3. Induced Linear Maps. Let V and W be finite dimensional real vector 
spaces and $ an affine linear map from V to W. (j) induces a natural linear map 0* 
from R(W, C U O) to R(V, C U O), defined by the pullback 

<t>*(f)=fo(t>, V/GR(W,CU<9). 

We are interested in the construction of push-forward maps induced by </>, since this 
usually cannot be done for arbitrary functions. However, there are four nontrivial 
push-forward linear maps $f, $Jf, </>£, </>£ from R(V,C U O) to R(W,C U O), defined 
by 

(7) #K/)(«0 = Jjm X (/ • Vi[ciB(iM])' 

(8) <£*(/)(«>) = Km X (/ • VM-BKP)]) > 

(9) 4$(f)(w) = lim X (/ • l^-ifdBfu;./,)]), 

(10) ^(/)(«;)=Jmox(/-Vi[SKp)]), 

where / G R(V,C U (9), u; G W, B(w,p) is the open ball of radius p in W, centered 
at w, and cl5('w;, p) is the closure of B(w, p). Before we give explicit formulas for $£, 
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0*, 0*, </>*, we prove the following lemma which will be needed often in the proof of 
later theorems. 

LEMMA 3.1. LetV and'W be finite dimensional real vector spaces and (j) an affine 
linear map from V to W. If E is a convex set ofY, either closed or relatively open, 
then for all w G 0(-E), </>~1(w) fl E are simultaneously type I sets or simultaneously 
type II sets. 

Proof. It follows from the affine property of 0 that there exists a linear map / 
from V to W such that </>(<;) = 0(o) + f(v), v e V. Then 

(j)-1 (w)nE = r1(w- (j){o)) n E 

are parallel convex sets for all w G (j)(E). Let wi,W2 6 (f)(E). Assume that (j)"1 (wi)nE 
is a type II set, say ^~1(wi) fl E — Ki © Mi 0 Li, where Ki is a bounded convex 
set, Mi is a manifold with or without boundary, and Li is a half-line. Let vi G 
07"1(iyi) fl E and ^ G ^~1{w2) fl E. Note that 0(vi) = (j){p) + /(vi) = w\ and 
^ + Li) = 0(o) + /(«! + Li) = 0(o) + /(ui) + /(Li) = wi. Then /(Li) = o. Thus 
0(^2 + Li) = 0(o) + f{v2) — (f>{v2) = u)2> This shows that V2 + Li is contained in 
(j)~l(w2) fl i£. On the other hand, if ^2 - Li is contained in (j)~1{w2) fl E, then with 
the same argument vi — Li should be contained in 0~1(w;i) fl 25, a contradiction to 
the half-line direct sum decomposition of (l)~1(wi) fl E. Therefore (j)~1{w2) fl E is a 
type II set. □ 

Let f7 be a relatively open convex set and let F a closed convex set of V. By 
definition we have for all w G W, 

^(i^M = lim x (t/n rMci£(tM)]) = x (^ n r'M), 
(5->0 

#(1F)M = limx (Fn -rMci-BM]) = x (^n r'H), 

^(lt;)(i«) = limx(l7n0-1[clB(ti;>*)])=x(^n0-1(t«)). 
o->0 

By making use of the affine property of 0, one can easily check the following 

(11) «(W) = (-l)dimt;-dira0(C;)l0(£/)> 

(12) mu) = {-itmuidWJ)V 

(13) ^*(lF) = lcl[<i(F)]' 

(14) ^(lF) = (-l)dim^)lrit>(F)]. 

Now if the fiber U fl 0_1(u>) for one w G 0(i7) is a type II set, then by (6) and 
the affine property of 0, 

(15) #(M = #(ltf) = 0, 

while if the fiber U D </>-1(u>) for all w G 0(17) are type I sets, then by (6) and the 
affine property of (/>, 

(16) ^(1[;) = (_1)dimC/-dim0(CI)+dim^-dim^(ff)1^[;)) 

(i?) mu) = (-i)dimu+dimH-dim't,iH)icl[ipm, 

where 22" is a maximal affine subspace contained in U. 
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Similarly, if the fiber F D ^{w) for one w E ^{F) is a type II set, then by (4) 
and the affine property of 0, 

(18) #(1,.) = mF) = 0; 

while if the fiber F fl (j)~1{w) for all w G (j){F) are type I sets, then by (4) and the 
affine property of 0, 

(19) #(1F) = {-VfnB-^+Wl^ 

(20) te{lF) = (_l)dim0(F)+dimi?-dim^(H)lri^(i;i)]) 

where iT is a maximal affine subspace contained in F. 
We summarize (11-20) as the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V and W 6e /irate dimensional real vector spaces and cf> 
an affine linear map from Vto W. Then cj)* is a linear map from R(W,C U O) to 
R(V, C U O), and 4>}, <}%, <0, 4% are well-defined linear maps from R(V,C U O) to 
R(W,CU0). Moreover, 

(i) rR(w,o)cR(v,e»), 
(2) ^R(W,C)CR(V,C), 
(3) ^R(V>0)=R(^(V)J0)J 

(4) 0*R(V,C) = R(tf>(V),C), 
(5) ^R(V,0) = R(^(V),C), 
(6) ^fR(V>C) = R(^(V)><9)> 

(7) ^R(V)>0)=R(^(V)>0)> 

(8) ^R(V>C)=R(^(V),C), 
(9) ^R(V,0) = R(^(V),C), 
(10)^R(V>C) = R(^(V)1O). 

Let [/ be a relatively open convex set and F a closed convex set of V. It follows 
from (11-14) that 

X(«(ltf)) = (-l)dimC/-dim*(a)x(0([/)) = x(U), 

X(^(1F)) = (-l)dim't>(Fh(n[m})=x(F), 
X(mu)) = (-l)'iimUx(d[m})=x(U), 

Now, if the fiber U fl 0J1(if;) for w G ^(?7) is a type II set, then U has to be a 
type II set and thereby x(^J(lc/)) = x(4>*Q-u)) = x(U) = 0 from (6); if, on the other 
hand, the fiber U fl ^~1(w) for w; G (/>(?/) is a type I set, then by (16) and (17), 

X(0f (lu)) = (-i)di-^-dim^^)+dim^-dim^Wx(^([/)) = x(U), 

X(4$(lu)) = (-1)«^^«H»^-<M»*WX(C1 [^(C/)]) = x(^). 

Similarly, if the fiber F fl (j)~1(w) for w G ^(i71) is a type II set, then F should be 
a type II set. It follows from (4) that X(^(1F)) = x{<i%(1*0) = x(^) = 0; while if 
the fiber F fl ^(w) for w; G 0(F) is a type I set, then by (19) and (20), 

X(«(1F)) = (-l)diinif-dim^^x(^)) - x(n 
X(«(lF)) = (_l)dim0W+dim^-dim0(F)^rf [0^]) = x{F). 
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We conclude the above computation as the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let V and W be finite dimensional real vector spaces and let 
(j) be an affine linear map from V to W. Then for any f of RCV, C U O), 

(2i) xmf) = x(f), 
(22) x(%f) = X(f), 
(23) *(&/) = x(/), 
(24) xfo?/) = X(/). 

Next we consider the tensor product of the induced push-forward maps. 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let 0,^; : Vi —> Wi be affine linear maps between finite 
dimensional real vector spaces, i = 1,2. Then 

on tfte Censor product R(Vi, C U 0) ® R(V2, C U O) = R(Vi x V2, C U O), where the 
map <^®V, is defined by 0® ^(^1^2) = (^(^1)^(^2)), (^1,^2) € Vi x V2. 

Proof Let A^ C V* be either simultaneously closed convex sets or simultaneously 
relatively open convex sets. Let Bi(wi,8) denote the open balls of radius 6 centered 
at wi in Wf, 2 = 1,2. Then 

(<£®^)X(1A1 ® 1A2)(WI,W2) = (0®^);KU1x^2)(^i,^2) 

= lim x [(Ai x A2) fl (0® ^(dB(ti;i,«) x dB(w2,8))] 
8-tO      L J 

= limx^nr^clBK^))) x (Aan^-^dJBCtwa,*)))] 

= limx [Ai n^idBiwuS))] lim x [A* n^-^cl5(^2, <5))] 

= ^(Ux)(u;1)^(lA9)(ttf2) 

= «^f(Ui) ® V*(l>i2)(wi,iy2) 

= (0J®^J)(lAi ®U2)(wi,W2)i 

(0®^)J(lAi ®lA2)('«l.«'2) = (^^(UiSAaXwi.K^) 

= limx [(Ai x ^2) n (0® V)-1^!^^!,^ x clB(w2,S))] 

= Umxpin^-^dJBK.J))) x (Aan^cl £(«*,*)))] 

= limxUin./.-^clB^!^))] limx[A2nV'-1(clB(w2,5))] 

= 0J(1A1)(^I)^(1A2)(^2) 

= 0*(1AJ®^H1A2)(WI,W2) 

= (^? ® ^?)(U1 ® 1A2)(^I,^2); 
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(0®^)iifCUi ® :U2)(iyi,w2) = (<I>®IP)
:
Z(1A1®A2)(WI,™2) 

= limx [(^i x ila) n (0® V')"1(fi(wi>*) x ^(^2,5))] 

= limy [(AimTHBfa,*))) x (A2 nij-1(B(w2,5)))] 

= Jim x [Ai n ^-'(SK,<J))] lim x [A2 n V-1^^,<5))] 

= (^®^)(lyi1 ®U2)(wi,W2); 

= limx [(Ai x Aa) n (0® ^(Biw^S) x S(«;2,<J))] 

= limx [(Ai nrHBiwuS))) x (A2 nr1 (5(W2)5)))] 
(5->0 

= lim x [A! D 0-1 (£(!«!, *))] lim x [^2 D ^(^(wa, <5))] 

= (^®^?)(1A1 (8)U2)K,^2). 

LEMMA 3.5. Let <j) : U —v V anc/ ^ : V —Y W &e aj^ne linear maps of finite 
dimensional real vector spaces. Let E be either a closed convex set or a relatively open 
convex set of U. Then for any fixed w E tp^E), ('0^)~1 (w) HE is a type II set if and 
only if either <^-1 (v) D E is a type II set for all v € /ip~1(w) fl <f>(E) or ^_1 (w) 0 (l){E) 
is a type II set. 

Proof.    It is clear that tj)"1 (v) D E is non-empty for all v G '0~1 {w) H (t>(E). Then 

(ip<f))-1(w)nE=        (J       ^(vjn-B. 
t;Gt/,~1(^)n0(^) 

This shows that the necessary and sufficient condition for (ipcj))"1 (w) fl E to be a 
type II set is that either 0_1(t;) fl E is a type II set for all v E ,ip~1(w) D 0(-B)' or 
filj~1(w) fl 0(I£) is a type II set. D 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let (/>: U —> V and ip : V —)- W be affine linear maps of 
finite dimensional real vector spaces. Then 

(i) (W)5 = tftf = $*&, 
(2) (^)?=ipu?=$ui 
(3) (M)J=#f# = V?#, 
(4) (^)J = ^J^f = v£$f, 
(5) V?^ = ^^, 
(6) V?^? = ^0?, 
(7) $f#f = ^0?, 
(8) V?^* = ^* ^• 
Proof. Let [/ be a relatively open convex set and F a closed convex set of U. It 

follows from (11-20) that 

(W)J(ltf)    =   tf<l$(lu)    =   ®ft(lu)    =    (-l)diraC/-dira^(u)l^(y), 
W)?(1F)    =    ^^(1F)    =    ^^(1F)    =    lclW(F)]. 

(^)?(1F)    =   ^^(1F)    =   ^^(1F)    =    (-l)dim^(F)lriW(,F)]- 
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Now we divide the other situations into the following cases: 
(la) The fiber F fl (?/></>) ^(w) is a type I set for all w G ^(F). Then it follows 

from (19), (20), and (17) that 

(^)5(IF)= i«f«(iF) = m^F) = (-i)dimJf-dim^(if)iciWW]) 

mx*(XF) = #f«(iF) = ^^(1F) = (-i)dim^(F)+dimH-dimV;0WiriW(F)], 

where if is a maximal aiSne subspace contained in F. 
(lb) The fiber F fl (ipfy^iw) is a type II set for all w € ^{F). Then it follows 

from (18) and Lemma 3.5 that 

(M) J (IF) = ^« (IF) = ^« (IF) = 0, 

@$)XVLF) = ^^(1F) = ^^(1F) = 0. 

(Ha) The fiber U n (ip^)-1 {w) is a type I set for all to € •(/"KtO- Then by (16), 
(17), (19) and (20), 

(y^)*(i£/) = i£*?(ic0 = ft&Vu) 
  /-i \dimt7—dim'i/'0(l[/)+dimif—dim V'0(-ff)i 

  /    ■t\dimU-\-diTaH—dimip(l)(H)-i 
-V    l) 1C1[V'0(C/)]' 

where H is a maximal affine subspace of U. 
(lib) The fiber U fl (T/X/))"

1
^) is a type II set for all w G ^(U). Then by (15) 

and Lemma 3.5, 

(^)*(lt/) = tftfO-u) = fcftilv) = 0, 

(V^)f (it/) = vM(itf) = V?^(iir) = o. 

(Ilia) The fiber <£(£/) n ^(w) is a type I set for all w e il><t>{U). Then by (11), 
(12), (16), (17), (19) and (20) 

tfftilu)   =   tftfilu)   =   (-l)dimU+di,n^-dim*^lciW(I0]. 

(Illb) The fiber 0(17) n ^(w) is a type II set for all w € ^4>(U). Then by (11), 
(12), (15) and (18), 

V^(ic/) = ^«(it/) = o, 

(IVa) The fiber U D f^-1^) is a tYP6 ! set for a11 v € ^(U)- By (11-14), (16) and 
(17), we have 

#f0?(ltf)    =    $Sft(lu)    =    (-l)dimC/-^f/)+dimH-^H)l^0(C;), 
^^(W)   =   #f$(ltf)   =   (-l)dimC;+dimH-dim^WlclW(a)]- 
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(IVb) The fiber U fl ^(w) is a type II set for all v G (j){U). By (15) we have 

1^(110 =$#(ltf)=0, 

(Va) The fiber Ff\(j)-1{w) is a type I set for all w G (j){F). It follows from (11-14), 
(19) and (20) that 

^(1F)    =    mx*(lF)    =    (-l^^-^^^lcl^awp 
ltff#(l2p)    =   ^^(1F)    =    (-l)dimH-dimdW-dim^(^lriW(F)]- 

(Vb) The fiber F fl ^(w) is a type II set for all w G 0(F). It follows from (18) 
that 

V^*(li,)=^*(lF)=0, 

(Via) The fiber ^(F) n V*-1 (i«) is a type I set for all w € V"/,(-F')- Thus by (11-14), 
(16) and (17), 

V?^(1F)     =     ^F^(IF)     =     (-^dim^W+dim^W-dim^W^.^^^ 

^?0?(1F)  =  ^^(1F)  -  (-i)dim^)-dim<w>iw(jF). 

(VIb) The fiber ^(F) n tp^iw) is a type II set for all w € tp^(F). Obviously, by 
(13-15) and (18) 

V£#(1F) = fctfilp) = o, 

D 

4. Convolutions. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. Let / and g 
be simple functions both in R(V, O) or both in R(V, C). The convolutions f * g and 
f*g, with respect to the Euler measures x and x, are defined by 

(25) (/ * g)(y) = f f(x)g(y - z)dx(x),   Vy G V, 
./v 

(26) (/*</)(</) = / f{x)g{y - x)dx(x),   Vy G V. 

It follows from the argument about A and B (see below) that for compact convex sets 
. Ki and i^, 

li^i * 1^2 = Ixi*!^ = lifi-fi^' 

This justifies why we call * and * Minkowski multiplications with respect to the Euler 
measures x and X- 

Let A and ^ be either both relatively open convex sets or both closed convex sets 
of V. For any fixed v G V, 

IA(X)1B{V - x) = 1 <£> x G A fl (v - B). 
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Let a : V x V —> V denote the vector addition, that is, a(x,y) = x + y. Then the 
projection (3 : V x V —>> V onto its first component, that is, /3(a;, y) = x, is an affine 
one-to-one correspondence between (A x B) D a-1 (v) and A fl (v — B) for each i; € V. 
Therefore 

(lA*llO(t;)   =   x(An(v-B))   =   ^(AxBJna-1^))   -   ^(1AXB)(^), 
(1A*1B)(V)    =   x(An(t;-B))   =   x^xBJna-1^))   =   ^(U x 1B)(^). 

Thus for any /, p G R(V, (9), or any /, # G R(V,C), the convolutions can be written 
as 

f*g = aX(f®g), 

f*g = a*{f®g), 

where / 0 g is the function on V x V defined by (/ 0 g){x, y) = f{x)g(y). This shows 
that * and * are bilinear operations on both R(V, O) and R(V, C). The bilinearity of 
* and * follows from the linearity of a} and aj and the bilinearity of 0. Moreover, for 
relatively open convex sets Ui, Uz and closed convex sets Fi, F2, we have the explicit 
formulas: 

lUr * 1U2 = (_l)dim^+dimC72-dim(C/1+C72)lc/i+c.2j 

IFI * IF2 = x(rec(Fi) fl rec(-F2))lcl[Fi+F2], 

1^*1% = (-l)dim^+dim^-dim^+^)x(rec(C/1)nrec(-l72))lc,1+f72, 

lFi*lF2 = 1cl[F1+F2]' 

Now if Fi fl (v - F2) is a type II set for one v G Fi -h F2, then 1^ * lj?2 = 0. 
Otherwise, Fi fl (v — F2) are type I sets for all v G Fi + F2. We then have 

li?! * IF2 - l-J-; icl[Fi+F2]' 

where Hi is a maximal affine subspace contained in Fi and H2 a maximal affine 
subspace contained in F2. 

Similarly, if Ui fl (v — U2) is a type II set, then lj7.L*lc/2 = 0; while if Ui fl (v — U2) 
is a type I set, then 

1/7 *li-r   = /    ^\dim(7i+dimLr2-dim(C/1+C/2)+dimifi+dimif2-dim(iIi+if2)^ 

where Hi is a maximal affine subspace contained in Ui and H2 a maximal affine 
subspace contained in U2. 

Let AyB, C be convex sets of V, either all closed or all relatively open. Then for 
any fixed v G V, 

(A x B) H a"1^ - C) = {(fl;,y) | U(^)1B(2/)1C(^ - x - y) = 1} . 

Let 7 : V x V —> V x V be the linear map defined by 7(x, y) = (#, x + y). Then 

7[(A x B) H a-'iv - C)] = {(a;,y) | U(X)1B(2/ - a;)lc(« - y) = !}• 

Thus by the definition of convolution *, it follows that for each v G V, 

IA * (1B * lc)(v) = / lA(a?)(lj5 * lc)(v - x)dx(a;) 
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= /  / lA{x)lB{y)lc(v -x- y)dx{y)dx{x) 

= lA(x)lB(y)lc(v - x - y)dx(x,y) 

= x[(AxB)na-1(v-C)l 

(1A * 1B) * lc(y) =    (1A* lB)(y)lc(v - y)dx(y) 

=       lA(x)lB(y - x)lc(v - y)dx(x)dx(y) 

= lA(x)lB(y-x)lc(v-y)dx(x,y) 

= xh((AxB)na-1(v-C))} 

= x[(AxB)na-1(v-C)]. 

This means that 

(1A*1B)*1C = 1A*(1B*1C)- 

Therefore, for functions f,g, h € R(V,C) and for f,g,h £ R(V, O), we have 

(f *g)*h = f *(g*h). 

The associativity of the Minkowski multiplication * can be similarly obtained.   It 
follows from Proposition 3.3 that 

x(f*9) = xM(f®g)] 
= x(f®9) 
= x(f)x(9), 

x(f*9) =x[o%(f®g)] 
= x(f®9) 
= x(f)x(9)- 

We conclude the above observations as the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4.1. For any finite dimensional real vector space V, R(V, O) and 
R(V, C) are commutative algebras with identity l{0y under the multiplications * and *; 

X is an algebra homomorphism from the Minkowski algebras R(V, O, *) and R(V, C, *) 
to R; and x is an algebra homomorphism from R(V, O, *) and R(V, C, *) to R. 

Let (j) be a linear map from a vector space V to a vector space W. Then the 
diagram 

Vx V —^ V 

Wx W -^- W 
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is commutative, where (<f> ® (j>)(x,y) = (<j>(x),<j>(y)). It follows from Proposition 3.6 
that 

4%{f * 9) = <l%o%{f ® 9) 

= {4>ocm®9) 

= (a(0®0))J(/®ff) 
= aX{4>®<t>)x(f®9) 

= «2f(0Jf(/)®^a/)) 
= «(/)*«(s). 

= (<MJ(/®S) 
= (o(0®^))f(/®(/) 
= a!f(^®^)5(/®fl) 
= a|(^®^)(/®p) 
= aj(^(/)®^(ff)) 

fcU * 9) = fcoZU ® 9) 
= {fam®9) 
= {a{<t>® (t>))x(f ®g) 

= aj(0®0)j(/®fl) 
= oJ(^J®^J)(/®s) 

= a?(^(/)®^(s)) 
= fc{mxM- 

4$(J*9) = 4$<>$(f ® 9) 
= (fa)Hf®9) 

(a(^®0))?(/®g) 
= aX(<t>®<j>)Z(f®9) 

= af(0f ®^f)(/®ff) 
= aj(^(/)®^(ff)) 

= ^(/)*^(s). 

THEOREM 4.2. Le^ (j) be a linear map of real vector spaces V to W. Tften </>* 
is an algebra homomorphism from R(V, (9,*) to R(W, 0,*); and ,/rom R(V,C,*) 
to R(W,C,*); </>* is ^^ algebra homomorphism from R(V, 0, *) to R(W, 0,*); 

and /rora R(V,C,*) to R(W,C,*); 0* zs an homomorphism from R(V, 0,*) to 
R(W,C, *), and from R(V,C, *) to R(W, O, *); and 0* ^ an algebra homomorphism 
from R(V, O, *) toR(W,C,*); and from R(V5C,*) toR(W,05*). 
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Let id denote the identity map from V to itself. Obviously, id* = id$ and 
fd* = fd*. So we denote id} and id$ by id* and fd* respectively. Notice that id* is 
the identity map, while fd* is an automorphism. Moreover, it follows from (1), (2), 
(5), and (6) of Proposition 3.6 that 

(27) id^ = id*id* = identity. 

This means that fd* is an involution. The algebra isomorphism fd* from R(V, O, *) 
onto R(V,C,*) is called Sallee-Shephard mapping [13]. 

THEOREM 4.3. fd* is a linear involution on R(V, O U C), and it is an algebra 
isomorphism from R(V, O, *) onto R(V, C, *), from R(V, O, *) onto R(V, C, *); from 
R(V,C,*) ontoR(V,0,*), and from R(V,C,*) onto R(V,0,*). 

Let P be a relatively open convex polyhedron. Clearly, lcjp = ]CF<P ■'■^- Then 
we have the Mobius inversion 

(-if™piP=iMhip) = E ^(1^) = E (-i^w 
F<P F<P 

The induced forward maps can also be defined for poly convex maps, that is, the maps 
whose graphs are polyconvex sets [3]. 

5. Embedding. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. We denote by 
R[V] the vector space generated by the elements of V over R. Each element / of 
R[V] can be written as £\ ail^.y. The vector addition of V induces a multiplication 
* on R[V], given by 

i 3 i,j 

Obviously, R[V] is a subalgebra of R(V,C U O). 
If V is the line R of real numbers, we have the boundary operators <9+ and d~ on 

R(R,CU0), defined by 

d+(f)(x)=f(x)-f(x+),    Vx€R, 

d-(f)(x)=f(x)-f(x-),   VxGR, 

where /(-oo+) =lima;_>_00 f(x), /(+oo") ^lim^^+oo f(x), and /(-oo") =/(+oo+) 
= 0. For a, 6, c, d G R, if a < b and c < d, then <9+l[a)&] = 1{6}, 9""l[0j6] = l{a}, 
and 9+(l[aj6] * l[c,d]) = <9+(l[a,&]) * 5+(l[Cjd]). Thus d+ and 9_ are algebra homomor- 
phisms. Here we should be aware of the fact that we only consider the Minkowski 
multiplications of functions / and g such that /(—oo)y(+oo) = f(-\-oo)g(—oo) = 0. 

We now introduce the summation operators s+ and s~ on R(R,C U O), defined 
by 

s+(f)(x) =x(f- l[s,+oo]) ,    Vx 6 R, 

*"(/)(aO=x(/-l(*,+oo]),    VxGR. 

Notice that s+(l{il}) = l^oo^and s~(l{0}) = l^oo.o)- Then l[aib] = s+(l{by) - 
s'(l{a}). Thus for any / e R(R, CUO), 
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/ = (5+d+ - s~d-)f. 

DEFINITION 5.1. For each convex chain f € R(V,C U O), the support function 
off is the map Hf : V* —> R[R], defined by Hf{€) = d+^{f), I E V*. 

The support function Rj of a convex chain / can be viewed as a multivalued 
function on V* with multiplicities of real numbers. If / is the indicator function of 
a closed convex set F or a relatively open convex set C/, FLf is alternatively denoted 
by Up and FLu respectively. We denote the set of all functions from V* to R[R] 
by F(V*,R[R]). Since R[R] is a commutative algebra with identity, JF(V*,R[R]) 

is also a commutative algebra with identity, and there is an algebra homomorphism 
X : F(V*,R[R]) —» F(V*,R), given by 

i 

where *{£) = E;^) W)}> i E V*- 
Let E be a convex set of V. We denote by (.E) the linear subspace that is the 

translation of the flat that E spans, and denote by E1- the orthogonal subspace of 
(E), that is, 

E1- = {£ e V* I i(u) = 0, Vti € {E)}. 

For a convex cone C C V, its normal cone C* is defined by 

The following Lemma 5.2, Lemma 5.3, and Lemma 5.4 will be needed to prove the 
embedding Theorem 5.5. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let F be a closed convex set and S a vector subspace of a finite 
dimensional real vector space V. If (x + S)r\F is non-empty for a vector x G V; then 
(x 4- S) f! F and S fl rec F are the same type of closed convex sets, and 

x[(x + S)n^=x(SnrecF), 

x[{x + S)nF\ = x(SnvecF). 

Proof It is clear from the definition of the recession cone that L is a one- 
dimensional subspace, or a ray emanating from the origin in recF, if and only if, 
x + L is a line or half-line in F for every x G F. Then (x -f- S) fl F and S fl recF are 
the same type of closed convex sets. Moreover, the linearity parts of both sets are the 
same. Thus by (4) and (5) they have the same Euler characteristics. □ 

LEMMA 5.3. Let F be a closed convex set and U a relatively open convex set. 
(i) // F = K 0 W is a type I set in (4), then 

(-1)^1 forie^ 
M* W " I .(-l)dimW'l{_00}      for I $ W^ 
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(ii) // F = M 0 W © L is a type II set in (4), then 

HFi£) = I (-V*^ (l{*}W} - l{-oo})    for £ € ri (recF)* 
\ 0 for^^ri(recF)*, 

(iii) Hu(£) = (-ir^l{h-m. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that V is endowed with a 
positive definite inner product and V* is identified to V. So a linear functional £ on 
V is also a vector of V. 

(i) Notice that the subspace W in the decomposition of F must be a proper 
subspace of V. For £ G W1, evidently, W C ^-L, and the orthogonal projection of 
F onto the line Ri is £(K). Then #(1F) = {-l)dimWliiKh where £(K) is a closed 
segment of the form [ai, hp(£)]. For £ g PF-1, the intersection W fl ^ is a subspace 
of dimension dim W — 1, and the orthogonal projection of F onto the line Ri is just 
Ri. Then £}(1F) = (-l)dimW~1ln' We write the two cases together as 

/*n^-J (-1)dim^w   for^J^ 
**UFJ-|  (-l)<iimW-ilR   for^^W^. 

Apply the operator d+ to both sides, (i) follows immediately. 
(ii) Note that for any closed convex cone C, £ G ri C* if and only if t1- fl C is the 

linearity of C. Moreover, if the linearity of C is not C itself, then £ g ri C* if and 
only if i1- fl C is a type II set. Now let (7 = rec F. The linearity of recF is W. 

For £ G ri (recF)*, if (^ 4- a?) fl F ^ 0 for some x G V, then by Lemma 5.2, the 
intersection (f-1 + x) D F is a flat of dimension dim W, and ^(F) is a half-open interval 
of the form (-oo, />+(£)]. So £(1F) = (-1)^"VOO.A+WM- 

For £ ^ ri (recF)*, if (^ + s) fl F ^ 0 for some x G V, then by Lemma 5.2, the 
intersection (i1- + x) fl F is a type II set. So £* (IF) = 0. Thus we have 

Mir) = i  ^^^^^^JWl    ^ £ G ri (reCi?)* 
*l F)      \ 0 for£^ri(recF)*. 

Apply the operator d+ again, the formula (ii) follows. 
(iii) For £e (U)^, then£(U) is a singleton. Obviously, d^fidu) = (-l)dimC/l/l-w. 

Now for £ g U-1, £{U) will be an open interval (h^(£),b), and (x + £-L) fl !7 has the 
dimension of dim t/ — 1 if the intersection is non-empty. Notice that for any open 
interval (a, 6), d+l(a,6) = -l{a}. We thus have d+£}(lu) = (-l)dimC/l{^-W}. D 

Using an idea of [15] and [18] for support functions of polytopes, we define the 
bilinear map / : R[R] x R[R] —> R by 

for a < b 
0   for a > b J(l{a},l{6}) = |   0 

through linearity. In fact, / can be defined explicitly without extension by 

I(f,9)=x(f-s+9),   V/,<7eR[R]. 

For each / e F(V*,R[R]) and x e V, we define the function <£(/,x, •) : V* —► R by 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let F be a closed convex set and U a relatively open convex set. 
(i) // F has a direct sum decomposition F = K © W in (4), then 

(j)(HF,xJ) = { 

/1\dimW 

0 
/    j\dim W 

o 

for x e F, I € WL 

for x£F,l(jLW^ 
ioxx^F.l^W1-- ri [C(x,a;F)*] 
for x # F, I (jL W^ - ri \C{x, xF)% 

(ii) //F has a half-line direct sum decomposition F = M®W®Lin (4), then 

<j>(HF,x,i) = { 

r_-i\dimW 

0 
f]\dimW 

0 

forxeF, £Gri(recF)* 
forxGF, l<jtn{recF)* 
for x <£ F, I € ri (recF)* - ri \C{x, xF)*] 
for a; g JF, £ ^ ri (recF)* - ri [C(x, xF)*], 

(iii) For t/ie relatively open convex set U, 

(KHutX,!!) 

[ (-l)dimC/ for x e U, I G ZC/)-1 

0 for x G C/, ^ ^ {U)L 

(~l)dimC/ for a: ^ C7, £ G -CfaxU)* 
0 forsgtf, ^g-C^sl/)*, 

i^ftere t/-1 denotes the subspace perpendicular to the affine space spanned by U. 

Proof, (i) For x G F, by definition of support functions we have l(x) < hp(£) for 
all I G V*. Then 0(iJF,a;,/) = (-l)dimw for £ G PF-1 and <l>(HF,x,£) = 0 for £ ^ W1- 
by (i) of Lemma 5.3. Now for x $. F, note that C(x, xF)* is contained in W-1. Let ^ G 
W-1. Then £(x) > hj;(£) if and only if £ G ri[C(a;,a;F)*]. So (j){HF,x,£) = (-l)dimW 
for £ G W-1" - 
Lemma 5.3. 

ri[C(a;,a?F)*] and (t)(HF,x,£) = 0 for £ g W-1 - ri[C7(a?,a;F)*] by (i) of 

(ii) For x € F, since -oo < ^(x) < h^i) for all £ G V*, the formula is triv- 
ial by (ii) of Lemma 5.3. For x £ F, note that F C x + C(x,xF), then recF C 
recfc+CfoajF)] = cl[C(z,zF)]. Clearly, C(re,xF)* C (recF)*, thusri[C(x,a;F)*] C 
ri(recF)*. We now claim that (f)(HF,x,£) / 0 for £ G ri(recF)* -ri[C(x,xF)*]. Let 
G = F n W"1 = M 0 L and let y be the image of x under the orthogonal pro- 
jection from V to W^-. Then y $. G and cl [C(y, yG)] is a pointed cone. In the 
subspace W-1, since cl C(y, rG) is a pointed cone with the apex {o}, £ G ri [C(y, yG)*] 
if and only if i1- D cl [(7(2/, y * G)] = {o}. Since y g G, this is equivalent to say that 
h^(£) < £(y). Note that h^(£) = ft^(^) and £(a:) = £(y), then £ G ri [C(x, xF)*] if and 
only if h^(£) < £(x). By (ii) of Lemma 5.3, this shows that (j)(HF,x,£) = (-i)dimW 
if £ G ri(recF)* - ri[G(a;,a;F)*]. If £ g ri(recF)* - ri[G(a;,xF)*], then either 
^ ^ ri(recF)* or ^ G ri[C(x,a?F)*]. In both cases, ^{HF,x,£) = 0 by (ii) of 
Lemma 5.3. 

(iii) For xeU, ii£ G (C/)^, obviously, £(U) = {^W}, so ^(Hu.x^) = (-l)dimC/ 

by (iii) of Lemma 5.3. If £ 0 (f^)"1, obviously, -oo = h^(£) < l(x), so ^{Hu.x.tj = 0. 
Now for x & U, if £ G -CfaxU)*, then *(a;) < /i^(^, so 0(lc/,a;,£) = (-l)dimt/. If 
£ 0 -C(a;, xU)*, then (x + ^-L) n U is non-empty and {x + £-L) fl C7 ^ U. This shows 
that hjjit) < £{x). Therefore ^(Hu.x^t) = 0. D 

THEOREM 5.5. The map H : R(V,C U O) —> F(V*,R[R]), de/inerf by H(f) = 
Hf, is an injective linear map. Moreover, H is an algebra homomorphism when 
restricted to R(V,C) and R(V,0). 
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Proof.   The linearity of H is obvious. We want to claim that any convex chain 
/ G R(V, C U O) can be recovered from its support function Hf as follows: 

/(s) = (-i)diinVxWff/,aO], zev. 

To this end, we only need to verify that it is true for any closed convex set F and any 
relatively open convex set U. 

(i) If F has a direct sum decomposition F — K © W in (4), then 

v\6{R* x\\ - { (-l)dimWX(^X) = (-l)dimV for x € F 

since ri \C{x, xFY\ is a relatively open convex set of dimension dim W-1. 
(ii) If F has a half-line direct sum decomposition F = M © W © L, then 

■vMH    r)] - / (-l)dimWXln (recF)*] = (-l)««™v for a; e F 
XI^WF,^] - | (_1)diinW (x[ri(recir)*] _ x[riC(a;!a;ir)*]) = o   for x # F 

since ri(recF)* and ri [C(x, xF)*] are both relatively open convex sets of dimension 
dimW-1-. 

(iii) For the relatively open convex set U, we have 

dimU^fTT±\ = (_l)dimV     {ov x e JJ 
xmu,x)} = {lz]l2>xfc\ = xU)*] = Q    fovxgU 

since C(x,xU)* is a closed convex cone and the Euler characteristic of any closed 
convex cone is always zero. □ 

Prom the above observations we conclude that for / G R(V,C U O), 

f(x) = (-l)dimV
x[<j>(Hf,x)], xev. 

Since d+ is an algebra homomorphism from R(R, C U O) to R[R] and £* is an 
algebra homomorphism from both (V, C) and R(V, O) to R(R, C U O), it follows that 
d+£* is also an algebra homomorphism from R(V, C) and R(V, O) to R[R] for all 
£ e V*. Thus for any / and g, both in R(V,C) or both in R(V, O), we have 

Hf*9 = d+ex(f * g) = a+flf(/) * &*ex(g) = Hf * H9. 

There are other embeddings for R(V, CUO) such as 9+^, 9"^, and 5'"^. These 
induce injective algebra homomorphisms from R(V, C) and R(V, O) to F(V*, R[R]). 
If we only consider H on R(V,C6 U Ob), then 0+£* = 9+£j and 5"^ = 5"^, and 
we write d+£* to denote 9+£* and d+£i. 

6. Multiplicative Units. We have pointed out that there is difficulty to define 
Minkowski multiplication for indicator functions of a closed convex set and a relatively 
open convex set. However, Theorem 5.5 enables us to define the multiplication through 
the embedding H. 

DEFINITION 6.1. The Minkowski algebra of convex sets is the smallest subalgebra 
M(V*,CUP) o/F(V*,R[R]), generated by the images o/R(V,C) andR(V,0) under 
the embedding H in Theorem 5.5. 
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Prom now on, every multivalued function with multiplicities / G M(V*,C U O) 
can be written as 

/ = ^ai(-l)dim^lFi*:L[,j 

i 

with some closed convex sets Fi and relatively open convex sets [7$, and we write 
/ in this way without interpretation. Notice that %(/) : V* —> R, defined by 
x(/)W — xt-H/COL ^ € V*, is a constant map, since x[Hf(t)] = %(/) by Lemma 5.3. 

Let <^ G M(V*,C U O) with x(0) = x(^) = 1- Then for each £ G V*, (p and ^ 
can be written respectively as 

where ai(£), 6:7(£) are non-zero numbers, and ^2i ai(£) = ^ - 6j(^) = 1. If 0 and ^ are 
the inverses of each other, then 

= E 0*(^)6i (^teW+w (')} = 1{^}- 

Without loss of generality we may assume that Pi < P2 < •- < Pm and qi < q2 < 
• • • < qn. Thenpi+gi < pi + qj < Pm + Qn if (hj) is neither (1,1) nor (m,n). Suppose 
Pi + qi / o, then aibi = 0 and it forces that ai = 0 or 61 = 0, a contradiction, so 
Pi+qi = 0. Similarly, pm + gn = 0. This implies that p^ -f ^ = o for all i and j. Thus 
(p must take the form (/>(€) = l{p(^)} and its inverse ijjil) = l{_p(£)}. This means that 
each invertible element of M(V*,C U 0) can be identified to a function p on V*. 

It is obvious from this observation that the indicator function of either a compact 
convex set or a bounded relatively open convex set is invertible. In fact, if K is a 
compact convex set and U a bounded relatively open convex set, then their inverses 
are given by 

(IK)'
1
 = (-l)dimKl_riK, 

(It,)-1 = (-l)dimC/l-clc/. 

However, the indicator functions of unbounded closed convex sets and unbounded 
relatively open convex sets are not invertible. We now classify the group of invertible 
elements of the Minkowski algebra of convex sets. For simplicity, we only consider 
the invertible elements of M(V,Cb U Ob). A general element / of M(V*,Cb U Ob) can 
be written as 

f = Y/ci(-i)<i™unKi*iUi, 
i=l 

where Ki (1 < i < n) are compact convex sets and Ui (1 < i < n) are bounded 
relatively open convex sets. If / is invertible and %(/) = Yll^Li ci — 1? then 

771 

1=1 
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It has been shown [15] [18] that when Ki are polytopes and Ui are relatively open 
polytopes, the function p(£) is actually a difference of the support functions of two 
polytopes. We suspect that the similar property for convex bodies is also true. 

CONJECTURE 6.2. /// is invertible in M(y*,Cb U Ob) and x(f) = 1, then there 
exist convex bodies K and a relatively open convex set U such that 

/= (-1)^^*1^, 

or equivalently, p = h^ - h^ when we write f(£) = l{p(*)}. 

By definition of H, we have the following relation about support functions and 
units. 

THEOREM 6.3. The vector space spanned by the support functions of compact 
convex sets is isomorphic to a subgroup of units of the Minkowski algebra M(V*, CUO) 
with the Euler characteristic equal to -f 1, and the isomorphism is given by 

where K is a compact convex set and U a bounded relatively open convex set In 
particular, Itx (t > 0) and (—i)dimKltriK (t < 0) form a one-parameter subgroup of 
the multiplicative units. 

Let (p be a linear map from a vector space V to a vector space W of finite 
dimension. We can define a map $f : M(V*, C U O) —> M(W*, C U O) by 

«(/)(« =/(#),    VfeM(V*,CUO),    ^GW*. 

THEOREM 6.4. Let (j) : V —> W be a linear map between the finite dimensional 
real vector spaces. Then 4% is an algebra homomorphism from M(V*5C U O) to 
M('W*,CUO). Moreover, the following diagram is commutative. 

R(V,< 

H 

CUO) - 

-**—-   R(W, 

^    .  M(W* 

CUO) 

H 

,CuO) 

Proof. Given functions / and g in M(V*,C U O), for any £ G W*, we have 

«(/ * gm = (/ * gm) = KM) * gm 
= «(/)(fl * tfigm = [«(/) * «(s)](0- 

By Proposition 3.6 we have 

This shows that </# is an algebra homomorphism and the diagram is commutative. D 
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7. Euler-Radon Transform. Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. 
For k = 0,1, • • •, dim V, the affine Grassmannian of fc-flats of V is denoted by A(V, k) 
and the Grassmannian of &-subspaces of V is denoted by G(V, k). For a convex subset 
E of V, we define 

A(E,k) = {He A(V, k)\H CiE^ 0}, 

G(E,k) = {He G(V,k)\Hr\E^ 0}. 

For any function / in R(V,C U O), the Euler-Radon transform of / is a function / 
on A(V) = U£Lo A(V, *), defined by 

f(H) = f f(x)dx(x). 
JH 

Let (/)i denote the Euler-Radon transform of / on A(V, 1). Notice that / induces 
to a function (/)v on V, defined by (f)v{v) = /(R^) foiv^o and (/)v(o) = /(o). 
For a non-empty closed convex set F and a non-empty relatively open convex set U, 
it can be verified that 

{lv - UecF - 1-recF + 2 • 1{0} for O G F 
1[C(o,oF)\{o}]u[-c(o,oF)\{o}] for o & F,    (F)+F^ (F) 
ld[C(o,oF)] + 1-CZ[C(O,OF)] " hecF - 1-recF     &* O & F,     (F) + F = (F) 

and 

r  lv-2-l(c/>+2-lM foroG?/ 
(l*y)v = <   l[c(o)ot/)\{o}]u[-c(o,aC/)\{o}]      for o£U,    (U) + U / (17) 

I -l[C(o,o£/)\{o}]u[-c(o,ot/)\M]   for o 0 [/,    (U) + U = ([/). 

Notice that recF and F are the same type of closed convex sets, and hence we 
have x(recF) = X(JP). For o $. U, since C(o, oU)\{o} is a relatively open con- 
vex set of dimension dimf/, then C(o, oU)\{o} and — C(o, oU)\{o} are disjoint and 
x[C(o,oU)\{o}] = (-l)dimC/. Thus 

vffi^-/  (-l)dimV-2x(F)-K2    foroGF, 
X((1F)V) - | _2x(F) foro^F. 

//T   ^_J  (-l)dimV-2(-l)dimi7 + 2   foroGt/ 
X((1^)V) - |   _2(_l)dimC7 for 0 ^ Um 

By linearity of % the value of / at the origin can be recovered by 

Ho) = I2x(f) + x((/)v)]/[2 + (-l)dim v]. 

Let tx be the translation by x, that is, tx(v) = v + x for all v G V. Then the value 
/(#) can be recovered by 

f(x) = [2x(ftx) + x((/*x)v)]/[2 + (-l)dim v] 
= [2x(/)+x((/^)v)]/[2 + (-l)dimV]. 
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•Now if (/)i = 0, then (/)v = 0 except at v = o, where (f)v(o) = f(o), and this 
implies that 

[l + (_l)dimV]/(a.) = 2x(/) 

For even dimV, we have f(x) = x(/)> showing that / is a constant function. So 
(/)i = —x(/)> whence / = 0. For odd dim V, then for any 2-dimensional plane H, 
(/|H)I = 0, which implies fin = 0, whence / = 0. Thus we have proved the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 7.1.  The linear transformation (/)i is injective. 

We can also identify the Euler-Radon transform on the co-dimension one sub- 
spaces to a transform (/)v on the dual space V*, defined by 

(/)V(O = /(r1(0))l   £ev\ 
IfF = iir©Wisa closed convex set of type I, it can be easily shown that 

,=  v f 2(-l)dimWlwx - (-l)dimWlv* for o e F 
Wv - | ^ytonw [2 . lwJ_ _ lv. _ i^^j.j - 1_H[C(0(0F).]]    for o f? F. 

IfjF1 = M0W;P®Lisa closed convex set of type II, it can be similarly shown that 

(iF)w. ={   (-^^^iHKrecF)*] + (-l)dim ^l-H[(recF)*] for O G F 
\   lri[(recF)*] + l-rz[(recF)*] - lri[C(o,oF)*] - l-ri[C(o,oF)*]     for O f£ F. 

For a non-empty relatively open convex set Z7, it can be analogously verified that 

rT   N     _/  (-l^pM^x-ly] foroef/ 
U^Jv. - | (_i)dim^[lo(OjOt0. + ic(0t0U). - iv,]   for o * U. 

By the linearity of the Euler-Radon transform, the value of / at the origin can be 
similarly recovered by 

/(o)-[x(/) + (-l)dimVx((/)v.)]/2. 

Let tx be the translation by x again, we then have 

/(*) = [%(/) + (-l)dimVx((/4)v.)]/2. 

Notice that (ftx)v*(Q — x(f ' ^-1(o)+x)' Now if the Euler-Radon transform 
/ = 0 for all co-dimension one affine planes, then (ftx)v* = 0 for all co-dimension 
one subspaces and x((ftx)v*) = 0- This means that f(x) = x(/)/2 is a constant 
function. Thus %(/) = x(/)(-l)dimV/2, which implies xlf) = 0, whence / = 0. 

Let (f)k denote the Euler-Radon transform restricted to the affine Grassmannian 
A(y,k) of fc-flats. It follows from the Fubini theorem for Euler integrals that if 
(/)£ = 0, then (/)dim v-i = 0? whence / = 0 by the above observation. This gives 
the following theorem. 

THEOREM 7.2. For each 0 < k < dim V — 1, the Euler-Radon transform (f)k is 
injective. 

For each non-negative integer k < n and a bounded closed convex set K of Rn, we 
denote by 1%   the indicator function of A{K, k) on the affine Grassmannian A{n^k) 
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of fc-flats. We shall consider the vector space R(A(n, fc), A(Cb, k)) generated by the 
indicator functions of members of A(Cb, k) = {A(K, k)\K e Cb}, that is, the space of 
functions of the form 

/ = a1ig+-.. + omJ«> 

where Ki (1 < i < m) are bounded closed convex sets of Rn and m is any positive 
integer. 

An interesting problem of Klain and Rota on geometric probability [10] is to 
classify all linear relations in R(.A(n, fc), A(Cb, fc)), tha,t is, the relations of the form 

$>J«=0. 

For k — 0, the function rK' for a compact convex set K is the indicator function IK- 

This special case was solved by Rota in an indirect way by introducing valuation rings 
of distributive lattices [21], Since the class U{Cb) of finite unions of compact convex 
sets is a distributive lattice of sets, of which the union is the joint operation and 
the intersection is the meet operation, and the valuation ring of U{Cb) is canonically 
isomorphic to R(V, ?7(C&)) = R(V,C6). With this identification and the definition of 
the valuation ring, all linear relations in R(V, C&) are generated by inclusion-exclusion 
formulas: 

m 

where Ki (1 < i < m) and Ki U • • • U Km are compact convex sets. 
The syzygy problem of Rota on A(n, k) is to classify all linear relations on 

R(A(n,/c),A(C6,A;)) (0 < k < n). For k = n, it is trivial. For k = 1 and 2, the 
problem was thought probably solved by Ambartzumian. However, the problem was 
considered particularly difficult for k > 3 in [10]. Nevertheless, we can easily solve 
this problem in all dimensions by the Euler-Radon transform and Theorem 7.2. 

THEOREM 7.3. All linear relations in R(A(n,A;), A(Cb,k)) (0 < k < n) are 
generated by the inclusion-exclusion formulas: 

m 

where Ki (1 < i < m) and Ki U • • • U Km are compact convex sets. 

Proof.  Let K and L be compact convex sets of V. It is obvious that 

A{K U L, k) = A(K, k) U A(L, k). 

If K U L is also convex, then a A;-plane intersects both K and L if and only if the 
fc-plane intersects K n L, that is, 

A(k,K n L) = A{k,K) n A(kyL). 

So if K U L is convex we have the inclusion-exclusion formula: 

r(*)   ,   r(*0 _ r(^)      ,   Ak) 
1K    ~riL     — IKUL~t~ -LRnL' 
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This means that the linear relations in Tl(A(n,k),A(Cbik)) include all inclusion- 
exclusion formulas. 

Since the Euler-Radon transform is injective, a linear relation 

a1lPi+--- + amlPm=Q 

holds in R(^4(n, k), A(Cb, k)) if and only if the linear relation 

GlliTi H h CLm^Km = 0 

holds in R(Rn,Ct). Thus all linear relations in R(A(n, A:), A(Cb, k)) are generated by 
(28). D 

The syzygy problem can be posed on flag manifolds or more generally on partition 
varieties [6]. The discrete analog has been posted by Klain and Rota on a partially 
ordered set [10] and the inclusion-exclusion is replaced by the relation specified by 
the Mobius function [20]. The mixed volumes and invariant geometric measures can 
be similarly investigated on M(V*,R[R]) via Geissinger multiplications [5] [7] and 
Euler characteristics. 

K 
[9: 

[io; 

[n: 
[12 

[13 
[14- 
[15 
[is: 

[is; 

[19 
[20! 

[21 

[22; 

[23; 
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